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Main Page1.0

Enter the system and go to the main page by default. Recommended applications are displayed at the top 
of the main page, and clickable icons are displayed at the bottom.

The app store on the left and the local application on the right. The icons below include "clean applica-
tion", "main page", "scene", and "settings".

Click to enter the lower page. If the system does not have a page turning button, you need to hold down 
the confirm key and drag up and down to turn the page.
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2.0

Video Display



Select a video file locally and click it to enter the system's built-in player.

The player provides the "Exit" function, click to close the player and return to the previous page.

"Volume" button, click it to adjust the volume with the cursor.

"Pause" button, click to pause the video playback.

"Previous video", "Next video", click to switch the playback content.

"View angle adjustment", click to re-position the center of the video.

"Lock the viewing angle", move according to the center position 

determined by the user after unlocking.

Local video display2.1
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In settings screen, which includes "screen adjustment", "mode selection", "scene selection", and "play mode". 

For the "screen adjustment", click to select the screen ratio.

"Mode selection" allows the user to select the play mode, normal play, left＆right mirror play, and up＆down 
mirror play. You can also choose 2D plane playback, 180° surround playback and 360° 3D playback.

（Normal play ） （180° surround playback） （360° 3D playback）01 02 03
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Online video display2.2

Once selecting the application, enter the playlist provided by the application, and play the video con-
tent according to the player provided by the application itself.
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Recommended Applications3.0

The recommended applications above are provided by default and do not need to be downloaded 
separately, click to enter the application. The system provides 4 functions: "return", "360° viewing", 
"screen ratio switching", and "turn off the light".
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App Store4.0

On the left side of the main page, an app store is provided, which can be automatically refreshed after 
connecting to the network. Users can choose free or paid applications to install locally according to 
their own needs.
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Local Applications5.0

Local applications refer to data saved locally and content 

that can be used without a network. The function is divided 

into video, picture, application, software installation pack-

age, and delete.

The videos, pictures, applications, and software installation 

packages saved locally can be directly clicked to run. If you 

need to delete local data, you need to select the type 

(video, picture, application, software installation package), 

click "delete", and then select the content to be deleted.
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6.0

Function Buttons Below



Clear6.1

Click the clear icon to view the running applications, click to close any applications what your want to 

stop, or click the "Clear All" button below to close all the applications in use.
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Main page6.2

Click the home button to return to the main page.
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Scene6.3

Click the scene button to switch the system background, and click the left＆right arrows to turn pages.
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Settings 6.4

The setting interface includes "WiFi", "Adjustment", "Handle Management", "Update", and "More". 

Click the icon to enter the secondary page.
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WiFi6.4-1

Click to enter the WiFi module, the system will automatically search for available WiFi nearby. The 
button in the upper right corner can be used to turn on＆off the WiFi module.

Once searching for available WiFi, click the up＆down keys to turn the page, find the corresponding 
WiFi name, and enter the password to connect.

After the connection is successful, the system will save the WiFi information and log in to auto-
matically connect. You can also click the delete button to remove the saved WiFi.

01 02

04 05

03
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Adjustment6.4-2

Click the "adjustment" icon to enter the adjustment page, where you can adjust the volume, bright-
ness, and eye protection mode.

For volume and brightness adjustment, move the cursor to the adjustment bar, press and hold the 
OK button, slide from left to right to adjust.

Regarding the eye protection mode, it can be realized by selecting the radio button with the cursor.
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Handle management6.4-3

Click the handle management, and connect the handle according to the system prompt.

Update6.4-4

Click update to automatically update in case of the system is connected to the network.
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More content6.4-5

In addition to the above mentioned functions, there are a number of other Settings that are included in 

“More content”.
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Bluetooth6.4-5-1

Bluetooth is in off status by default, click to enter Bluetooth, view available Bluetooth devices, perform 

Bluetooth pairing to connect to the device.
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Display6.4-5-2

In the display page, other display information of the system can be adjusted.
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Sound6.4-5-3

In this sound page, the system sound parameters can be adjusted.
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Application6.4-5-4

View the installed applications of the system and set application properties.

In each application, in addition to being forced to stop, it can also be set to automatically start 

running when the system is turned on, which is convenient for users.
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Storage6.4-5-5

In this storage page, the internal shared storage of the system can be viewed.
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Battery6.4-5-6

In this battery page, the battery usage conditions can be viewed.
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Memory6.4-5-7

In this memory page, the memory usage conditions can be viewed.
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Projection6.4-5-8

It can search and view nearby devices with projection requirements, select the desired device, and link 

the device to cast.
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Security6.4-5-9

Security settings of the system can be carried out in this page.
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Language and input method6.4-5-10

In language and input method, users can choose to change different languages, change 
spell-checking tools, choose personal dictionary, and set up a virtual keyboard.

Enter "Language", move the cursor to the right side “     ” of the existing language, press 
and hold the confirm key, drag to change the language preference.

If the user does not find the desired language, click "Add" language and select other 
languages provided by the system.
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Backup and reset6.4-5-11

Users can carry out the system backup or reset operations in compliance with their own 

requirements.
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Date and time6.4-5-12

The system defaults to the date and time displayed synchronously on the network. If the time zone is 

not correct, users can change the settings at their own.
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About device6.4-5-13

In this device status page, it can view device information.
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